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Self-excited vertical oscillations in an rf-discharge dusty plasma
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~Received 1 March 2001; published 26 July 2001!

A self-excited vertical oscillation of dust grains in the sheath region of an rf-discharge plasma has been
observed. The variation of amplitude with pressure and input power was measured. Dramatic increase of
oscillation amplitude was found for pressures below 4.5 Pa. Possible excitation mechanisms are considered.
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Dusty plasmas are plasmas that contain small parti
ranging in size from nanometers to micrometers. Usually
dust particles achieve electrostatic equilibrium with resp
to the plasma by acquiring negative charge. This charg
extremely large compared to the ionic charge. In additi
the particle charge is not fixed but is coupled se
consistently to the surrounding plasma parameters. For
reason, new instabilities can develop in a dusty plasma, le
ing to different wave modes and oscillations. An enhanc
level of dust particle oscillation has been reported in ma
experiments on dusty plasmas@1–6#. The most interesting
type of oscillation is the vertical oscillation of single pa
ticles. Experimental study of these oscillations allows us
evaluate basic parameters of the dust system: the par
charge, interparticle coupling parameters, etc.@7,8#. Usually
the vertical oscillations are excited by means of a wire
cated near the particles and driven by a sinusoidal volt
source@9–11#. Laser-excited vertical oscillations have al
been reported@12#. In other experiments, vertical dust de
sity fluctuations@4,5,13# or individual particle oscillations
@3# were spontaneously excited. It should be mentioned
all previously observed self-excited oscillations were in d
discharges orQ-machine dusty plasmas. We present here
experimental observation of self-excited vertical oscillati
of dust particles trapped in the sheath region of an
discharge plasma. As the pressure was reduced the os
tion amplitude was found to increase dramatically starting
a relatively high pressure of about 4.5 Pa.

The experiments were carried out in a 40-cm inner dia
eter cylindrical stainless steel vacuum vessel with ma
ports for diagnostic access. The chamber height is 30 cm
use a disk as the powered electrode and a ring as
grounded electrode~see Fig. 1!. The diameters of the elec
trodes are 10 cm for the disk and 11.5 cm for the ring. T
ring is centred on the axis of system and the distance
tween the electrodes is 30 mm. Argon plasmas are gener
at pressures in the range 0.5–20 Pa by applying a 15 M
signal to the disk electrode. A compensated single Langm
probe is used to make measurements of the plasma pa
eters. The probe position can be moved vertically and ra
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ally, with respect to the electrodes. The typical plasma
rameters measured in our experiments arene;0.8– 10
3108 cm23, Te;2 eV, and plasma potentialVp
;40– 80 V with respect to the grounded electrode.

In these experiments, 2.160.1 mm diameter carbon~C!
particles have been used. After the dust particles are
persed into the plasma, they acquire sufficient charge for
electric force~due to the sheath electric field! to compensate
the gravitational force and the dust particles stay in equi
rium vertical positions. In the radial direction, the particl
usually become trapped within the radius of the ring el
trode. The dust particles suspended in the plasma are illu
nated using a helium-neon laser. Images of the illumina
dust cloud are obtained using a charged-coupled de
~CCD! camera with a 60 mm microlens, or a digital cam
corder ~focal length: 5–50 mm!. The camcorder was oper
ated at 25 to 100 frames/s. The video signals are stored
videotape recorder or are transferred to a computer vi
frame-grabber card with an eight-bit gray scale and 6
3480-pixel resolution. The coordinates of the particles w
measured in each frame, and individual particles were tra
from one frame to the next.

A one-layer structure has been investigated in the exp
ment. It was found that when the pressure was decrea
below a critical value, the dust particles began to oscill
spontaneously in the vertical direction. Figure 2 shows ty
cal images of the vertical oscillations at different pressur
The amplitude and frequency of the oscillations are sev
millimeters and greater than 10 Hz, respectively. When th
input power was decreased, the oscillation amplitude w
found to increase. Figure 3 shows the dependence of
oscillation amplitude on gas pressure and rf power. For p
sures below 4.5 Pa the oscillation amplitude increased
matically. This increase is greater for lower rf powers.

For rf powers of more than 80 W the effect was not o

an
s:

FIG. 1. Sketch of the experimental setup.
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served. In this case, when the pressure was decreased
were similarly increasing amplitudes of both horizontal a
vertical oscillations. This is consistent with the well-know
fact that when the power is increased or the pressure is
duced in a dust plasma system a melting transition fr
ordered to fluid states can be induced@14–16#. However, in
previous works, authors have reported increases of horizo
oscillations only and increased vertical migration of p
ticles. In contrast we observe a dramatic growth of the a
plitude of vertical oscillations of the dust relative to horizo
tal oscillations. Figure 4 shows the dust particle oscillat
amplitude in the vertical~z! and horizontal~x! directions as a
function of pressure. In this figure we can see also that
high pressures the oscillation amplitude in thez direction at
low powers is less than at higher powers; as the pressu
reduced, however, the lower power amplitude exceeds
higher power amplitude. For oscillation in thex-direction,
the amplitude grows proportionally with power.

FIG. 2. Side view of a self-excited vertical oscillation of du
particles. Input powerP535 W, pressure~a! 22.9 Pa,~b! 24.0
Pa.

FIG. 3. Variation of the vertical oscillation amplitude~mm! as
the function of the rf power and the pressure.
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The frequency and amplitude of oscillations are indep
dent of the number of particles while we have a monola
structure, which in our experiment corresponds to a struc
consisting of a few to a few tens of particles. When t
number of particles in the structure reaches hundreds the
particles form several layers where the self-excited osci
tions are also observed. However, their nature is more c
plicated and requires additional study.

To excite oscillations the energy input must be sufficie
to overcome the gradual damping by friction. One possi
way for a particle to gain energy is the delayed charge eff
proposed in Ref.@3#. The energy gain for the one oscillatio
cycle can be estimated asWgain5DQdEL, whereE andL are
respectively the electrostatic field at the equilibrium heig
and oscillation amplitude, andDQd is the difference in the
charge for a particle moving up, compared to a particle m
ing down. This difference can be written in the formDQd

5DQd
eqexp(2nch/v0) wherev0 is the frequency of the dus

oscillation, nch is the steady-state dust charging frequen
andDQd

eq is the difference of the equilibrium charge in th
extreme points of oscillations. The energy losses, which
marily occur due to friction with gas molecules, can be es
mated asWloss5pr d

2vdmnvnPnL/kTn , wherer d andvd are
respectively the radius and velosity of the dust particles,vn
andmn are respectively the thermal velocity and mass of
gas molecules, andPn and Tn are respectively the pressur
and temperature of the neutral gas.

FIG. 4. Dependence of oscillation amplitude in thez ~a! andx
~b! directions. For comparison, the dependence of oscillation
plitude in thez direction for input power 65 W is also plotted in~b!.
The inset in~a! is enlarged part of the 4–5 Pa region.
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We can obtain the velocity of the dust particles and
oscillation amplitude from analysis of the images. To es
mate the values ofE andQd we use the model described b
Vladimirov and Cramer@17#. Based on data obtained from
probe measurement (Te51.8 eV,ne51.43108 cm23) we
use the model to calculate the spatial dependencies ofE and
Qd ~see Fig. 5! for a pressure of 4 Pa and an electrode p
tential of 210 V. The results indicate that at the levitatio
point E53.5 V/cm, Qd54350e, andDQd

eq50.1Qd for the
oscillation amplitudeL51 mm. We also use the techniqu
proposed in Refs.@18,19# to calculateE and Qd , obtained
valuesE52.5 V/cm andQd57200e close to those obtaine
from the model.

For our experimental condition~Ar, P54 Pa, Tn
5300 K, r p51 mm, L51 mm, E53 V/cm, andDQd
50.1Qd) we obtain that energy losses isWloss;10218 J. In
our case the oscillation frequency isv0/2p;14– 16 Hz, the
charging frequencynch;105 s21. This means that the abov
rough estimate gives us that only negligible portion of e
ergy ~less than 10220 J) can be gained.

For a more detailed analysis of this delayed charg
mechanism we should consider the equation of vertical m
tion for a single particle

Md

d2z

dt2
12bMd

dz

dt
5Fn , ~1!

where b5(4Prd
2/3Md)(2pmn /Tn)1/2 is the damping rate

due to neutral gas friction@20#, Md is the mass of the dus
particle andFn is the net force acting on the particles. Ivle
et al. @21# presented a model of dust particle vertical oscil
tion taking into account for the net force only electrosta
Fe5QdE and gravityFg5Mdg forces. They suggested tha
the threshold for the instability due to the charging delay
the case of the regular charge variation and the stocha
charge fluctuations can be evaluated as: for the reg
charge variation

Im v5b2F Qd8E0

~QdE!08
G v0

2

2nch
, ~2!

FIG. 5. Dependence of the electrostatic fieldE ~dashed curve!
and the equilibrium dust chargeQd ~solid curve! on the distance
from the electrode.
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where Imv is the damping rate, the prime denotes the d
rivative at the equilibrium pointz5zeq . We note that the
instability develops when Imv.0, and, correspondingly
Wgain.Wloss. For the stochastic charge variation

G«

2
5b2Fs

QdE08

~QdE!08
G 2

v0
2

2nch
, ~3!

whereG« is the energy damping rate, ands is the dimen-
sionless dispersion of the charge distribution@21#. Taking
into account the values ofDQd /Qd;0.1 andDE/E;0.2,
we obtain that the second term in the right-hand side of
~2! is about 231022 s21. This means that we should expe
the instability when the pressure is less than 0.01 Pa. A s
lar analysis of Eq.~3! for s50.1 gives the pressure thresho
for stochastic fluctuation as 5 mPa.

We can consider the net force in Eq.~1! taking into ac-
count the ion drag force

Fi5pa2minivs
2~x11x2!, ~4!

wheremi is the ion mass,ni is the number density of positive
ions, vs is the velocity of ions in the sheath,x1 andx2 are
given by

x1512
2Qde

mivs
2a

,

x252S Qde

mivs
2a

D 2

lnF ~lD /a!21S Qde

mivs
2a

D 2

S 12
Qde

mivs
2a

D 2 G . ~5!

The resulting equation can be analyzed numerically. Ho
ever, some analytical results can be derived in several lim
ing cases for the ion drag force. If we consider only the or
force contribution toFi5pe2ni(z)Qd

2(z,t)/mivs
2 @17#, the

damping rate is given by

Im v5b2F Qd8E012pe2Qdni0Qd8/mv i
2

~QdE!0822pe2Qd~niQd!08/mv i
2G v0

2

2nch
. ~6!

For Fi including only the collection force, Fi

52pa2mini(z)vs
2(z), the damping rate is

Im v5b2F Qd8E0

~QdE!0822pa2m~v i
2ni !08

G v0
2

2nch
. ~7!

For both cases the pressure threshold is less than 0.4 Pa~for
purposes of estimation we use the valuesDni /ni;0.2 and
Dv i /v i;0.35 obtained using the model in Ref.@17#!, in dis-
agreement with the experimental results. A similar value
the pressure threshold was obtained if we use the model
sidered by Fortovet al. @13# for instability due to charge
variations in the presence of external charge-depend
forces together with the ion drift effect.
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To summarize, a self-excited vertical oscillation of du
grains in the sheath region of an rf-discharge plasma
been observed. The amplitude dependence on pressure
input power was measured. Possible excitation mechan
were considered, and all of them gave the pressure thresh
no greater than 0.4 Pa. However, we observe oscillations
larger values of pressure up to 5 Pa. This suggests a diffe
excitation mechanism. Two mechanisms are proposed by
authors for future consideration. The first is based on
spatial variation of grain charges@22# and the second is
,
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based on instability of the layer of charged particles a
virtual wall ~resonator! @23#. Both approaches consider th
dust-plasma layer as a dissipative structure~static in Ref.
@22#, and dynamic in Ref.@23#! and suggest a new kind o
instability in dust plasma systems, which is a se
confinement instability.
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